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Abstract 
Many genes important in immunity are found as multigene families. The butyrophilin genes are members of the B7 family, 
playing diverse roles in co-regulation and perhaps in antigen presentation. In humans, a fixed number of butyrophilin genes 
are found in and around the major histocompatibility complex (MHC), and show striking association with particular 
autoimmune diseases. In chickens, BG genes encode homologues with somewhat different domain organisation. Only a few 
BG genes have been characterised, one involved in actin-myosin interaction in the intestinal brush border, and another 
implicated in resistance to viral diseases. We characterise all BG genes in 1312 chickens, finding a multigene family organised 
as tandem repeats in the BG region outside the MHC, a single gene in the MHC (the BF-BL region), and another single gene 
on a different chromosome. There is a precise cell and t issue expression for each gene, but overall there are two kinds, those 
expressed by haemopoietic cells and those expressed in tissues (presumably non-haemopoietic cells), correlating with two 
different kinds of promoters and 5' untranslated regions (S' UTR). However, the mult igene family in the BG region contains 
many hybrid genes, suggesting recombination and/or deletion as major evolutionary forces. We identify BG genes in the 
chicken whole genome shotgun sequence, as well as by comparison to other haplotypes by fibre fluorescence in situ 
hybridisation, confirming dynamic expansion and contraction within the BG region. Thus, the BG genes in chickens are 
undergoing much more rapid evolution compared to their homologues in mammals, for reasons yet to be understood. 
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Introduction 
i\'lany of the genes involved in immunity are part of multigene 
f.·unilies. In some f.'lmilics, each gene is conserved for a specific 
function dedicated to a particular outcome, in others allelic 
polymoq>hism and copy number vmiation allow rapid evolution in 
response to new challenges, and in still other f.'!milies both kinds of 
genes arc found. Some well-characterised examples for adaptive 
immunity include genes of the m:uor histocompatibility complex 
(MHC). for example, both the MHC class I and class II genes of 
humans and other higher apes have been relativcl)' stable 0\·er I 0 
million years (i\Iy), whereas these genes have undergone many 
changes including extreme copy number variation (CNVJ in 
monkeys [I ,2J. Further examples out of many are the genes 
encoding natural killer (NK) receptors, which not only undergo 
enormous CNV, but even use different structural f.'!milies to carry 
out similar functions [3,4) . Understanding the forces i1woh·ed in 
this complex inteq>lay of genomic structure, biological function 
and evolution is one of the challenges of modern genetics, with 
intense theoretical and experimental interest over many decades 
[for example: 5- 22]. 
The regions in and around the manunalian MHC also include 
genes involved in innate inununity, such as the famil)• of 
butyrophilin (and butyrophilin-like) genes for which an important 
role in the immune response is emerging. These genes are 
members of the 137 gene superf.'lmil)•, many members of which arc 
involved in immune co-regulation L23- 26J. Some ｢ｵｬＩｾ ﾷ ｯｰｨｩｬｩ ｮ＠
molecules function as inhibit01y co-regulators, some may be 
involved in recognition of stress responses by yo T cells, while 
others seem to have more specialised functions (such as spllhesis of 
milk f.'lt globules) and the functions of still others are as yet 
unknown [23- 3+]. Most importantly, bul)•rophilin genes have 
strong genetic associations with a variety of diseases in humans 
[35- 49]. These genes encode transmembra ne glycoproteins with 
two extracellular immunoglobulin (Ig)-like domains (one or four 
for butyrophilin-like molecules), and a few C)'toplasmic heptad 
repeats followed by a B30.2 (or PRY-SPRY) domain [23-
25,34,50,51). In humans, one of these genes is located in the 
.MHC and the others in the extended i\HfC region, while in 
mouse some of these genes have been translocated elsewhere L 23-
25,5 1 ,52]. However, within each species the number and kinds of 
butyrophilin (and butyrophilin-likc) genes seem to be fi.xed. 
The SKINT genes are another multigene family within the B7 
superf.'!mily for which impo1iant roles in immune responses are 
emerging [24,25,53- 55]. T hese genes have an extracellular V-like 
region related to butyrophilins and other members of the B7 
superfamily, but have at least three transmembrane regions 
followed by short cytoplasmic tail. The SKlNTI gene is 
responsible for selection of a population of yo T cells which 
become located specifically in mouse skin. Around the SKlNTI 
gene (located on a non-MHC chromosome) are several other 
SKINT genes and pseudogenes, the exact number of which varies 
between mouse strains. The single member of this f.'lmily in 
humans is a pseudogene. Thus the SKJNT fam ily provides an 
example of B7 superf.'lmily genes which appear to be evolving 
more rapidly than the butyrophilins. 
Instead of bul)•rophilin genes, a related f.'lmily of BG genes is 
found in and ncar the chicken MHC on chromosome 16. Indeed 
the chicken MHC was discm•ered as a serological blood group (the 
"B locus") determining the highly polymoq>hic BG antigen on 
el)'throcytes [56-59). It is now clear that there is a multigene 
f.'!m ily of llG genes, with one gene in the i\IHC (the Bf-BL region 
of the B locus) and an unknown number ofllG genes in the nearby 
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llG region of the B locus. I t is also clear that BG genes are 
expressed, not only on el)1hroc)'tes, but with a wide tissue 
distribution and a number of associated immunological phenom-
ena [60- 68] . BG genes encode disulfide-linked dime1·s, each chain 
having a single extracellular Ig-like region (part of the V domain 
f.-unily) and a long cytoplasmic tail composed of many heptad 
repeats which presumably fom1 an a lpha helical coiled-coil. 
However, there is one chicken butyrophilin-like gene, Tvc- 1, in 
the chicken genome which was described as the receptor for avian 
leukosis ｜ｾｲｵ ｳ＠ subgroup C, located on chromosome 28 f69) . 
Thus, chicken BG genes might be derived fi·om ancestral 
｢ｵｴＩｾ ﾷ ｯｰｨｩｬｩｮ＠ genes, and perhaps have similarly important func-
tions. Despite much speculation conceming associated i.Jnmuno· 
logical functions (reviewed in [591), there arc only two clear 
indications of functions for BG genes. One fortuitous discove•y 
was the "zipper protein", originally dcsCJibed as a soluble 
cytoplasmic proteu1 which turned out to be the tail of a BG 
protein, and which has a role in controlling actin-myosin 
interaction in intestinal epithelial cells L70J. The other important 
study re-examined chickens that had been used to show that the 
BF-BL region (and not the BG region) determined resistance to the 
tumours caused by nla rck's disease ｜ｾ ｲｵ ｳ＠ (an oncogenic herpes· 
virus) and Rous sa rcoma virus (an acutely transforming retrovirus). 
By single nucleotide polymorphism (SNPJ analysis and resequen-
cing of genomic DNA, the authors found that a retroviral insertion 
into the 3' UTR of the sutgle BG gene of the 131:-BL region, the 8.5 
or BG I gene, correlated with resistance to the llnnom-s. Moreover, 
they presented e\'idence that an inununo-receptor tyrosine-based 
inhibitOI) ' motif (ITDd) present in the cytoplasmic ta il might be 
important to BG l function [71]. T hus, the cytoplasmic tail has 
been identified as i.Jnportant in the two best studied examples of a 
functional cflcct for any BG gene, opening the question of what 
role the high level of ｰｯｬＩｾｮｯｲｰｨｩｳｭ＠ in the extracellular region 
might play. 
It has become clear that the BG multigene f.'lmily is quite 
complex in comparison to butyrophilin genes, and that an 
understanding of the true functions of particular BG genes will 
only be possible once a detailed picture of genomics and 
expression is available. In this paper, we provide the genomic 
organisation of the BG genes in the B 12 haplol)ve, detemtinc cell 
and tissue expression for each gene of the B 12 haplot)1>e, compare 
the B 12 haplotn>e in detail \li th a red junglefowl haplotype used 
for the whole genome shotgun (WGS) sequence and at less 
resolution with fh·e other haplot)1>Cs, and then consider what the 
data may mean in tcnns of multigene f.·unily evolution. The results 
take us to a new level of understanding, from which more detailed 
analyses can be launched. 
Results 
There are 14 BG genes in the B 12 haplotype o f C line 
chickens: One on chromosome 2, another in the MHC on 
chromosome 16 along with a cluster of 12 in the BG 
region 
A cosmid librm)' constructed from the genomic DNA of a CB 
con genic chicken line (1312 haplot)1>e on a CC inbred chicken line 
background) had previously been used to define contigs, one of 
which (cluster I) was the BF-BL region (the classical MHC of the 
chicken) and three othc1-s (clusters II- IV) were later recognised as 
the Rfi>·Y region (a region of non-classical MHC genes) [72- 74). 
We screened this libraJ)' with a BG eDNA probe and picked 50 
colonies, which were ｧ ｲｯ｜ＱｾＱ＠ up. Analysis by Southern blot allowed 
the cosmid clones to be grouped into several contigs, hut already 
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Author Summary 
Many immune genes are multigene families, presumably in 
response to pathogen variation. Some multigene families 
undergo expansion and contraction, leading to copy 
number variation (CNV), presumably due to more intense 
selection. Recently, the butyrophilin family in humans and 
other mammals has come under scrutiny, due to genetic 
associations with autoimmune diseases as well as roles in 
immune co-regulation and antigen presentation. Butyro-
philin genes exhibit allelic polymorphism, but gene 
number appears stable within a species. We found that 
the BG homologues in chickens are very different, with 
great changes between haplotypes. We characterised one 
haplotype in detail, showing that there are two single BG 
genes, one on chromosome 2 and the other in the major 
histocompatibility complex (BF-BL region) on chromosome 
16, and a family of BG genes in a tandem array in the BG 
region nearby. These genes have specific expression in 
cells and tissues, but overall are expressed in either 
haemopoietic cells or tissues. The two singletons have 
relatively stable evolutionary histories, but the BG region 
undergoes dynamic expansion and contraction, with the 
production of hybrid genes. Thus, chicken BG genes 
appear to evolve much more quickly than their closest 
homologs in mammals, presumably due to increased 
pressure from pathogens. 
many of the cosmids had sufre red deletion of the BG genes, and in 
retrospect others had lost portions of their sequences. 
Three authentic contigs were eventual!)• defined by extensive 
restriction double digest mapping, subcloning, limited sequencing 
after PCR, and comparison to genomic DNA by Southern blot 
(Figure S l). One of these contigs cmTesponded to cluster I (the 
chicken MHC, or BF-BL region) which we had already shom1 
contained a nG gene provisionally named the 8.5 gene Qater 
renamed nG 1). We fully sequenced the 8.5 gene (accession 
munber KC963427, [59]), and later the whole of the cluster I 
contig (accession number AL023516, f73J). The other two contigs 
(muncd cluster V and VI) each conta ined six BG genes, which 
were given a variety of provisional names (now renamed llG2 
through BG 13). In addition, a related region without BG genes 
was found in each cluster. Three representative cosmids covering 
most of clusters V and VI were fully sequenced by standard 
shotgun techniques, confirrning the presence of the si_x nG genes in 
each cluster along with a small re&>ion containing genes for a 
kinesin motor, a C-t}1le lectin-like receptor and an unidentified 
protein (Figure I , Figure S2, accession number KC955 130). 
\ \'e were concerned whether we had cloned a ll of the BG genes 
from the CB chicken. Screening revealed one additional 1312 13G 
sequence (accession mm1ber KC955 131) from one of our caecal 
tonsil eDNA librar ies, which was called CTnG (and which we will 
now rename nGO). 13LAST analysis of the chicken WGS sequence 
(www.ensembl.org, release 2.1) showed that this gene is present on 
chromosome 2 (positions I 00590000- 1 00600000), a different 
chromosome from the chicken MHC on chromosome I G (Figure 
S3). 
Using the partial sequences of all the genes identified at the 
time, we had designed potentially universal primers, and 
petfonned RT-PCR on a variety of cells and tissues (Figure 2, 
Figure S4). We found all of the genes from the cosmids expressed 
(except one, BG2, which we later realised had a single nucleotide 
change compared to the 3' end of one of the primers). In addition, 
we fo und our supposed!)• universal primers did not amplify n GO, 
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but specific primers showed that it has a wide if not ubiquitous 
tissue distribution. 
In addition, we found several nG sequences fi·mn eDNA 
isolated from Bl2 haplot)VC chickens of the CB congenic line, but 
not n 12 haplot)'Pe chickens from the parent c line. The congenic 
line en (B 12) was derived from the Cline (which contains both B4 
and n 12 hapJOt)1JeS) by backcrossing with the highly inbred CC 
(B4) line. The additional sequences (1, 11, lila and IV) were 
eventually found to be nG genes fi·mn the n4 haplotn>c (Figure 
S4) that presumably were acquired during the backcrossing to 
produce the en congenic chicken line. 
Finally, to ascertain the relati\'e location of the clusters, we used 
some cosmid clones as probes in metaphase and fibre-fluorescence 
in situ hybrid isation {fibre-FISH) of chromosomes fi·om 13 12 
splenocytes stimulated with the mitogen concanavalin A (Figure 3). 
We found a single large cluster of BG genes defined by 
hybridisation with cosmids from clusters V and VI, separated 
from the chicken J\.JJ-IC as detected by a cluster I cosmic!. In some 
fibres, hybridisation conesponding to a nG gene was fotmd at the 
end of the cluster I towards the nG cluster, which oriented the end 
of the 1\H-IC with BG l toward the BG cluster. Comparison of the 
hybridisation pattern of the cluster V and VI probes with 
hybridisation expected by relative nucleotide sequence identity 
showed that cluster V and VI are contiguous, with cluster V closest 
to cluster l. 
This organisation of the BG and i\UIC clusters was confmned 
at the level of DNA sequence (Figure SS). Several BACs that span 
the BF-BL region through the TRIM region to some unidentified 
nG genes have been isolated from e n chickens [75]. Amplification 
fi·mn these BACs identified four BG genes located at one end of 
the cluster V contig, with the outermost being nG2, followed by 
BG3, nG4 and nG.'l. Similar!>•, amplification h" t"'""" BGR of 
cluster VI and n G7 of cluster V physically linked these two 
clusters, with 1047 nucleotides of DNA between them. 
Thus, we found 14 nG genes present in the Bl2 haplotype (as 
defined by the parent C line). There are two singleton genes, nGO 
present on chromosome 2 (in the chicken \ \'GS sequence) and 
nGl found in the BF-BL region of the chicken MHC on 
chromosome 16. Upstream of the nGI gene is a region containing 
TRli\1 genes among others, upstream of which is the nG region, 
the sequence of which is 99,274 nucleotides long. 'ntere arc 12 BG 
genes located in this n G region, a ll in the same transcriptional 
orientation, and split into two clusters by the presence of kinesin, 
lectin and other genes. 
Each BG gene has very specific cell and tissue expression, 
with one group expressed in haemopoiet ic cells and 
another g roup expressed in tissues 
As mentioned above, we performed re,·erse transct; ptase-PCR 
(RT-PCR) on a variety of cells ancl Lissues with what we thought at 
the time were universal pdmcrs (which however turn out not to 
amplify nGO or BG2). For each cell and tissue, we cloned the PC R 
products and coun ted the number of clones from several 
independent amplifications, a method used successfully for 
assessing the relative expression of MHC genes l76,77]. With this 
simple assay, we found truly striking patterns of expression for 
each of the analysed genes, with only a few genes expressed in each 
cell type and restricted patterns even for tissues (Figure 2). To 
provide additional support for this approach, we developed 
specific RT-qPCR assays for two haemopoietic and two tissue 
BG genes, and found that the results with spleen, bone manow, 
liver and duodenum confirm our expectations based on the data 
from the approach of amplifying, cloning and sequencing (Figllt'e 
S6). 
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Figure 1. Fourteen BG genes of the B12 haplotype are present as two singletons (BGO on chromosome 2, and BG1 In the BF-BL 
region or classical MHC on chromosome 16) and a cluster of twelve genes in the 8G region on chromosome 16 (BG2-BG13, all in the 
same transcriptional orientation but separated into clusters V and VI by a region containing a kine sin motor protein gene, a C-type 
lectin gene, and an unassigned gene called LOC4255771). The genes are depicted with their introns, exons and intragenic regions to scale 
(except for regions with dotted lines) and in the orientation as typically shown for the chicken MHC and surrounding regions. The 8GO gene was 
discovered as a eDNA from a C8 (812) chicken caecal tonsil library, but the sequence of the gene is based on the whole genome shotgun sequence 
(release 2.1 ), located at positions 100590000-100600000 on chromosome 2. 
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Figure 2. Individual 8G genes of the B12 haplotype have striking expression patterns, as assessed by RT-PCR from cells and tissues 
using what were expected to be "universal primers" followed by cloning and sequencing. At the top, the heading of columns indicates 
the genes (with their present names along with alternative names previously used) in the same orientation as in Figure 1, and sequences labelled I 
and II apparently picked up from the 84 haplotype du ring derivation of C8 congenic line chickens from the 812 haplotype of C line chickens. Also 
shown are the number of independent PCR reactions, and the number of total 8G clones sequenced. On the left, the labels for rows describe the 
isolated cells and tissues from which the RNA was derived, along with separation techniques and treatments that were carried out (as described in 
Materials and Methods). Values in the table indicate the number of sequences found by RT-PCR, cloning and sequencing for each gene. After the 
work was well underway, it was realised that the primers were not "universal", and therefore presence and absence of 8GO and 8G2 were determined 
by specific primers (designated by a number for the sequences, followed by a plus or minus); NT indicates not tested. The coloured boxes indicate the 
results for presumed haemopoietic (blue) and t issue (green) genes. To be clear, complete separation of these expression patterns in tissues is not 
expected: all tissues contain blood vessels, some t issues contain tissue-resident macrophages and some tissues contain primary or secondary 
lymphoid tissue. · 
doi:1 0.1371/journal.pgen.l 004417.g002 
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Figure 3. The two cosmid clusters are contiguous with the orientation cluster VI-cluster V, followed by the TRIM and BF·BL regions, 
as assessed by fibre-FISH and sequence comparison. A. Fibre-FISH of DNA from Con A-stimulated C-812 spleen cells (812 haplotype) with a 
BF·BL probe (cosmid c4.5 in white), a cluster V probe (cosmid cG43 in red) and a cluster VI probe (cos mid cG24 in green), with the image of red 
hydridisation shifted above for clarity. Note the single spot of hybridisat ion at the inner edge of the white hybridisation, which indicates the BG1 
gene and correctly orients the BG region. B. Detailed comparison of two BG region probes indicates orientation of the two clusters. Upper panel, on 
top are the gene sequences for BG2·BG13 (as depicted in Figure 1 ), and to the left are the sequences for the two probes (cG43 for cluster V in red and 
cG24 for cluster VI in green). with a dot plot showing sequence identity (dottup program set to 150 nucleotide word size, as described in Materials 
and Methods). Lower panel, interpretation of hybridisation patterns expected based on the dot plot, compared to two representative examples of 
actual fibre-FISH, with cG43 in green and cG24 in red. 
doi:1 0.1371/journal.pgen.1 00441 7.g003 
ln the blood cells of chickens with the II 12 haplotwe, T cells 
strongly express BG9 and express weakly JIG 12. B cells also express 
BG9 and BG 12, but in addition strongly express IIG7 and weakly 
express BGIJ and BG 13. In contrast, thromhoC)1CS do not express 
BG9, but more evenly c.xpress BG5 and BG 11 along with BG7, BGIJ 
and BGI3 Qike B cells) and I.IGI2 Qike both B and T cells). 
Macrophages isolated from blood, whether or not treated with agents 
like lipopolysaccharide (LPS) and intetferon·gamma (11\/Fy), strongly 
express BG 7 Qike B cells) and BG9 Qikc T and B cells). Denchitic cells 
developed in culture with IL4 and Glll-CSF from precursor'S in the 
blood strongly c:-.vrcss BG9 Qike B cells, T cells and macrophages). 
BG molecules were originally discovered as blood group 
antigens on erythrocytes, which do not contain appropriate 
PLOS Genetics I www.plosgenetics.org 5 
messenger RNA. However, bone marrow fi·om phenylhydrazine· 
treated chickens should be enriched compared to nonnal bone 
marrow in erythroid precursor cells which have ｒｩｾａ＠ for the BG 
molecules found on erythrocytes. On this basis, et)•throcyte BG 
molecules of the B 12 haplotype may include BG 7 Qikc B cells, 
thrombocytes and macrophages), BGIJ (like B and thrombocytes), 
IIG II Qikc thrombOC)'Ies) and BG 12 Qike B cells, T cells and 
thrombocytcs). Also found but not enriched were BG5 Qike 
thrombocytes) and BG 13 Q.ike T and B cells). 
Primm)' ｬ Ｉｾｮｰｨｯｩ､＠ organs such as ｴｨＩｾｮｵ ｳ＠ and bursa are the 
source of mature peripheral T and B cells, respectively. ln these 
organs, precursor ｬＩ ｾ ｮｰｨｯｩ､＠ cells undergo complex difie rentiation 
and selection events dependent on a variety of other cell types, 
June 2014 I Volume 10 I Issue 6 I e1004417 
including one or more types of so-called stromal cells. These 
stromal cells, at least in the ｴｨ ｽ ｾｮｵｳ Ｌ＠ are known to include both 
haemopoietic and non-haemopoietic cell tn>cs. As might be 
expected, the expression of BG genes in these organs is complex. 
Comparison of the expression of BG genes in thymus and bursa 
with the small lymphoid cells suggest that (at least some oQ the 
precursor T cells Ｈ ｴｨ ｽｾ ｮｯ ｣ｹ ｴ･ ｳＩ＠ express I3G9 and BG 12 like T cells. 
At least some of the precursor B cells in the bursa may express 
BG9 like B cells, but there was no evidence of expression of UG 7 
(which was strong!}' expressed in B cells), BG 12 or BG 13 (more 
weakly expressed in B cells), so these Jailer three may be 
difihentiation antigens in the U cell lineage. Comparison of 
stromal cell populations prepared by gradient centrifugation from 
precursor cells or by killing most of the rapidly dividing precursor 
cells with cyclophosphamide suggests tha t in the U 12 haplotn>e the 
various stromal cells of ｴ ｨｽｾ ｮ ｵ ｳ＠ may express DG3, BG7, DGB, 
BG9, B 12 and BG 13, while the stromal cells of bursa may express 
BG3, BG4, BG9 and BG 10. 
In other tissues, the expression pallems were complex, which 
may be the result of a single cell t}1>e expressing several BG 
molecules, or may reflect the presence of multiple cellt}ves each of 
which expresses ce11ain BG molecules. Notably, we only detected 
BG I expression in intestine (adult duodenum but not embryonic 
enteroq•tes}, even though the original 8.5 genomic fi11gment was 
fo und to hybridise to Ri\!A from chicken th}mus, liver, a T cell 
line and a B cell line [72J. Also, we found intestinal expression of 
BG I 0, which has a nearly identical sequence of the C)1oplasmic 
tail to the ｰ ｲ｣｜ｾｯ ｵ ｳ ｬ ｹ＠ identified zipper prote in (Figure S3), a protein 
described to regulate actin-m yosin interaction in the intestinal 
epithelium f70l- Duodenum strongly expressed BG I, BG3, BG4, 
BGG and BG I 0. By contrast, embl)'Onic enterocytes expressed 
only BG4. Brain strongly expressed BG9 (if macrophage-like 
microglia arc the source, then they diOcr from peripheral 
macrophages which strongly express both BG7 and UG9), while 
kidney strongly expressed BG I 0 Oike stromal cells of ｴｨｽｾｮｵ ｳ＠ and 
bursa). 
O ve111ll, we were able to discern two types of expression, one 
primarily in haemopoietic cells and the other primarily in tissues 
(presumably from other ccllt}1JCS, at least some of which we expect 
to be epithelial/stromal cells). Hacmopoietic BG genes include 
BG5, IlG7, BGB, IlG9, BG II , IlG I2 and BG 13; while the tissue 
IlG genes include BG I, BG3, IlG4, BGG and IlG I 0. As described 
below, the assignments of haemopoictic- and tissuc-l)ve BG genes 
correlate pe,{ectly with the relationship of the presumed promoter 
and 5' UTR of these genes. 
All the BG genes have similar structure, but there are 
many hybrid genes with the 5' end determining cell and 
tissue expression 
In order to beller define these 14 IlG genes, we compared them 
with published eDNA clones [3B,44), all of which were from other 
haplotypes, so we could not be sure whether we were comparing a 
eDNA with the appropriate gene. Using CLUSTLx, we found the 
same gcneml organisation for evc1y IlG gene in the B 12 haplot}1>C 
(Figure 1): a first exon composed of roughly 200 nucleotide 5'UTR 
followed by a short signal sequence, a second exon encoding the 
immunoglobulin variable-like (Jg V -like.} extracellular domain, a 
third exon encoding a connecting peptide and transmemb111nc 
region, a large number of small exons encoding 7 (or sometimes 8) 
amino acids which altogether would result in a cytoplasmic region 
with the potential to produce a coiled-coil, fo llowed by an cxon of 
the 3'UTR. 
We then compared the predicted intron-cxon stmcturc with our 
authentic cDNAs of BGO isolated fi·01n a Bl 2 library or amplified 
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from tmnsfcctants with BG I, BG I 0 and BG II genes of the Il1 2 
haplotype (Figure S7). The exons encoding the V-like region, 
transmembrane region and the cytoplasmic domains were 
perfectly predicted, with the exceptions due to alternative splicing 
or read-through in the cytoplasmic c.xons (and one predicted 
cytoplasmic exon in BG 10 that was not found). Similarly, the end 
of the first c.xon and the beginning of the last cxon were perfectly 
predicted. for BGO, the WGS sequence showed two 3' ends, but 
they tumed out to be due to mis-assembly in the genome sequence 
(Figure SB). f or BG I, BG I 0 and BG II , the location of the primers 
for amplification of the eDNA preclude assignment of the very 
5' and 3' ends of the genes. However, sequence comparison 
strongly suggests that 5' of all the BG genes start at roughly the 
same place. J\·lorcover, the 3' ends seem clear from the conserved 
location of the single polyadenylation site in all genes. 
In order to detennine the relationship of the 14 JJG genes, we 
pe1fonned ph)·logenetic analysis by neighbour joining (NJ) on the 
whole genes as well as portions of tllC genes. Dendrogi11lllS of the 
whole genes show two groups of pa111logues, one for BG genes 
expressed in hacmopoietic cells and the other for BG genes 
expressed in tissue BG genes in the BG region (Figure •l). As will 
become clear below, the topolog}' of these trees depend on the 
relative amount of sequence from d iOerent parts of the gene. 
T he dendrogmms of the presmned promoter (as defined by the 
sequence of the first 500 nucleotidcs upstream of the 5'UTR) and 
the 5 'UTR (as defined by sequence si.milaril)• to published eDNA 
sequences) showed the same topolog}' as the whole genes, a 
topolog}' with long branches and strongly supported by the 
｢ ｯｯ ｴ ｳ ｴＧ ｾ Ｇｐ＠ values (Figure 5). Comparison of these trees to the 
expression patterns in Figure 2 indicates that the promoter region 
(and possibly the 5'UTR} of a BG gene is the prima1y 
detenninant(s) of cell and tissue-specific expression. 
There is almost no sequence identity between the two groups of 
promoters out to 1000 nucleotides before the 5'UTR. However, 
the analyses were carried out with 500 nucleotides corresponding 
to the proximal promoters, because the distal promoters of two BG 
genes conta in sequence brought in fi·om neighbouring genes 
(Figure S9). The distal promoter region of BG I includes a 
duplication of a p011ion of the promoter region in between the 
neighbouring BNK and Blec genes, followed by a region of 
sequence of unknown evolutional)' origin, and finally the proximal 
promoter region that is similar to other tissue BG genes. Similarly, 
the distal promoter oft he UG9 gene. in the B 12 haplotn>e is unlike 
the consensus BG genes, and appears to have been derived from a 
h)1Jothetical protein gene which is present in the red junglefowl 
haplot}Ve but which has been deleted in the B 12 haplol)')le (as 
shown below). This dista l promoter sequence contains seveml 
brain-specific tmnscription f:<ctor binding sites (Figure S9), 
consonant ｜｜ｾ ｴｨ＠ the expression in brain of BG9 in the 1112 
haplot)1JC. 
T he sequences of the 5'UTR of the BG genes also fall into two 
groups (Figure G), with a large specific deletion in the haemopoietic 
BG genes compared to the tissue BG genes. It seems likely that the 
dificrencc is a true deletion, since two 27 nucleotide direct repeats 
a rc found in the tissue 5' UTRs which upon recombina tion would 
yield the deletion found in hacmopoictic 5 'UTRs. The simplest 
inteq>rctation is that all the hacmopoi.etic llG genes in the B 12 
haplot)')le are descended from a single ancestor, but it is also 
possible that concerted evolution between BG genes could lead to 
the same result. 
In contmst to the unambiguous dendrograms of the 5 ' end, the 
region corresponding to the signal sequence and the extracellular 
V-like region fanned dendrograms Ｂｾｴｨ＠ completely dific rent 
topologies, which had short branches and were gcnemlly poorly 
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Figure 4. Phylogenetic analysis re veals six kinds of BG genes in the 812 haplotype: The two sin gletons each separately, and the 
twelve BG genes of the BG region in four groups indicating the presence of hybrid genes. left, relationships of whole BG gene sequences 
(from 500 bp upstream to near the "end of the 3'UTR as determined by the predicted polyadenyiation site) as assessed by phylogenetic ana lysis 
(numbers at nodes indicate boot strap values determined from 1000 replicates). Right, relationships of different regions of BG genes indicated by 
colour, as determined by separate phylogenetic analyses in Figure 5. 
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1 004417.g004 
supported b)' the bootstrap values (Figure 5). Howe1•er, there are 
three groups each consisting of vet)' similar V sequences: BG3, BG -! 
and llG5; llG7 and BG II; and BGS, llG9 and BG 12. The last 
group of genes alSo share a deletion in intron I, resulting in an intron 
of 11 3-144 nucleotides for BGS, BG9 and BG 12 compared to 352-
ＳＵﾷ ｾ＠ nucleotides for all the other IIG genes. All the signal sequences 
and V -like regions have the expected sequence features described for 
BG genes, including the lack of !\'-linked glycosylation sites in the 
extracellular domain. This means that, contrat)' to almost eve!)' 
other type I membrane protein, all BG molecules lack !\'-linked 
glycans (as p reviously shmm for BG molecules from C1)1hroq1es, 
LGOJ), a curious property that has not yet been explained. 
T he dendrogram s of the connecting peptide/transm embrane 
cxon also yielded a tree (l•igure 5) with short branches and low 
bootstrap values, but are separated into two broad groups. The 
sequences of these regions (Joigurc 7) arc virtually identical muong the 
llG genes, with a helical wheel depiction suggesting a flattened side 
for interaction between the two chains. In addition, some polar 
residues arc found in most sequences, which in transmembrane 
regions can indicate specific interaction with polar residues of other 
chains. For all but three of these IIG genes, the polar residues include 
two basic runino acids Qtistidine and lysine) near the start of the 
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transmembrrute region, but there is a well-supported group of three 
BG genes (BGS, BG9 and BG 12) with hydrophobic leucine a nd 
polar threonine in those positions. All three are haemopoietic genes 
in which the V-like regions also fonn a group, perhaps indicating 
rclatil"cly recent duplication Cl'ents. One gene (BG2) has a proline in 
the transmembrane region, which is most unusual. Fina lly, at the end 
of the transmembrane there is a trrosine in all of the BG sequences 
except BG6 and JIG7 which have a cysteine perhaps indicating a 
palmitylation site, and BGS, BG9 and BG 12 which have a histidine. 
The cytoplasmic tail is encoded by sm all exons, 2 1 (or 
sometimes 24) nucleotide cxons long. The predicted number of 
such exons varies between BG genes in the B 12 haplot>ve, ranging 
from 13 in the BG I (8.5) gene to 36 in the BG 10 (zipper protein-
like) gene, with a mean number of 26 (Figure S2). O ut of 358 total 
exons, we identified 57 different groups of nucleotide sequences 
(Figure S lO). Removing exons present only once among in the 11 
BG genes, we could discem clear patterns, particularly if the first 
roughly 20% of the exons were removed from ana l)osis. The 
dendrogram (Figure 4, Figure S 10) based on this last 80% 
(including exollS p resent only once in the 14 IIG genes) shows two 
groups separated by long b ranches and with strong bootstrap 
suppm1, along with separate branches for BGO and BG 1. 
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Figure 5. Phylogenetic analysis of nucleot ide sequences for different reg ions of BG genes indicates sep arate evolutionary histories, 
consistent with recombination andfor deletion lead ing to hybrid genes in the BG region. The proximal promoters (500 bp upstream of 
the presumed transcriptional start si te) and S'UTRs fall into two well-supported groups that correlate with hemopoietic (blue) and tissue (green) 
expression as determined in Figure 2 (the separation of the BGO, BGT and BG2 are due to short deletions in the S' UTR, as seen by sequence alig nment 
in Figure 6). In contrast, short branches with generally poor bootstrap support cha racterise the signal sequences and variable lg-like regions. 
Transmembrane regions fall into two groups (as seen by sequence alignment in Figure 7), except for BGO. 3'UTRs fall into two well-supported groups, 
except for the two singletons, which include sequence of apparently distinct evolutionary origin at the very 3' end. 
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1 004417.g005 
However, the dendrogram has a difle rent topology than the whole 
gene, the promoter and the 5 ' UTR, and much like that for the 
3'UTR (as shown below). 
Some cD NAs show unspliced (or retained) in trons for which the 
sequence remains in fi«me, and we SU!,'b'ested [ 78] that these extra 
stretches coding for protein have the potential for interesting 
functions. The original cD NAs fo r BG l (8.5) have a long stretch of 
contiguous C -ten n inal sequence (accession numbers KC955 132 to 
KC955 !36, f59]), but our a nalysis shows that this region is in f.1.ct 
d ue to what was originally an unspliced intron, beca use the 
flanking 21 nucleotide repeat cxons can be identified which have 
apparently reasonable splice sites (Figure 2, Figure S l l). Interest-
ingly, this region has recently been identified as containing a 
functional immunoreceptor tyrosine-based inhibito ry motif(ITL\·1) 
(71], fulfilling our original prediction. We examined all of the 
sequences for the possibility of unspliced introns with in-fi·ame 
sequence, and found between one a nd five per gene (Figure S II )-
We found !T!Ms in translated intron sequences of six other ge nes 
(BG3, BG6, BG8, BG9, BG 12 and BG !3), but translation of all of 
these introns gave stop co dons almost immediately after the !T l"-·1, 
which would lead to truncated cytoplasmic tails (Figure S l l). 
T he 3 'UTRs mnge from 465 to 48 1 nucleotides in length, 
encoded by BG 13 and BG l l respectively. Dcndrogmms (Figure 5) 
show two groups with the same topology as the cytoplasmic exons, 
with long branches and good bootstmp support. 
O vemll, the 5 ' end of the gene clea rly defines two groups that 
reflect the tissue distribution, the 3' end defines two different 
groups, and the region in between does not f.1.ll into simple groups. 
Phylogenetic trees constmcted by Bayesian analysis and by 
"- laximum Parsitnony (MPJ give compamble topologies as the 
i'{J method (I'igurcs S l2 and S l3), a nd AU and SH tests aller MP 
analysis provide statistical support fo r the presence of the two 
&"·oups a t the 5 ' end and the two groups at the 3' end, but no clear 
groups in between (Figu re S 13). T his result is most easily explained 
by the presence of hybrid genes (in tlte sense used in refe rence 
[20]) fon ned by recombination between the two ends, in which the 
m iddle of some (and maybe all) genes has been so randomiscd by 
recombination tha t no phylogenetic signal is left. Neighbour 
network analysis by SplitsTrce, a Phi test and an automated 
parti tioning algorithm all support a histmy of extensive recombi-
nation across the BG genes, ";th independent h istories for tlte 
5'UT R, the V-like region and the 3 'UTR (Figures S l4 and S l5). 
Recombination is cet1ainly a plausible explanation for the 
sequence rela tionships found, since the 12 BG genes in the BG 
region are all close together in the same tra nscriptional 
orientation, so hybrid genes could be produced either by unequal 
crossing-over (through intcrchromosomal recombination, a lso 
kno\\11 as non-allelic homologous recombination or NAHR) or 
by deletion (through intrachromosomal recombination) during 
meiosis. O ne of the com equences of such unequal crossing-over or 
deletion is expansion a nd contraction of this pat1 of the multigene 
famil}', leading to copy number variation (Cl\'\0 in the BG region. 
Jn this view, haemopoietic genes have either their m;ginal 
hacmopoietic 3' end o r a tissue 3' end, and tissue genes have 
either their original tissue 3' end or a haemopoietic 3' end. 
Unfortuna tely, with the data a t our d isposal, we cannot be 
absolute!}' sure which is which, so for the tun e being we will refer 
to the 3' cuds as t}1JC I and 2. T hus, BG8, BG9, BG 12 and BG 13 
Repeat 
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Figure 6. Sequence a lignments fo r the S'UTR of 8 12 BG genes, showing the separa tion into genes expressed in hemopoie tic cells 
and in tissu es. A large gap in genes expressed in hemopoietic cells was presumably created by deletion between two direct repeats indicated by 
boxes, and smaller gaps are found in the ge nes expressed in tissues. 
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1 00441 7.g006 
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Figure 7 . Sequence relationships for the connecting peptide to transmembrane region of B12 BG genes show two groups, those 
which have histidine and lysine near the N-terminus of the transmembrane region, and those with a leucine and threonine 
(arrows). A helical wheel shows that one side of an alpha helix through transmembrane region is primarily composed of larger residues (F, 
phenylalanine; I, isoleucine; l,leucine; W, tryptophan) along with a smaller residue (5, serine), while the other side is composed of smaller residues (A, 
alanine; G glycine; T, threonine; V, valine). This arrangement suggests that one side of the helix forms a flattened surface fo r interaction as a dimer, 
with the signature charged residue (K, lysine) near the edge of this interaction zone. 
doi:l 0.1371/journal.pgen.1004417.g007 
might be pure haemopoietic genes, IIG5, IIG7 and IIG II might be 
haemopoietic genes with a tissue 3' end, BG2 and BG 10 might be 
pure tissue genes, and BG3, BG4 and BG6 might be tissue genes 
with a haemopoietic 3' end (Figure 8). Altemativcly, BG 7 and 
BG II might be pure haemopoietic genes, BG5, BG8, BG9, BG 12 
and BG 13 might be haemopoietic genes with a tissue 3 ' end, BG3, 
BG4 and BG6 might be pure tissue genes, and BG2 and BGIO 
might be tissue genes with a haemopoietic 3' end (Figure S I6). 
Definition of BG genes in a red junglefowl haplotype and 
comparison with the B 12 and other haplotypes shows 
evidence of expansion and contraction of the multigene 
family through deletion of genes and swapping of whole 
BG clusters 
T he WGS sequence was created from a chicken of the UCDOOI 
line, an inbred red junglefowl line with the BQ haplotype, closely 
related to the standard B21 haplot)1>c in experimental lines of 
chickens derived fi·om egg layers [79]. Other than BGO, BG I, llG2 
and BG I 0 (with fiG I 0 being zipper protein-like), no BG genes were 
con·ectly identified by ENSEMBL in this genome sequence. 
lly using BLAST to probe with a 3'UTR sequence, seven IIG 
genes arranged in tandem and in the same transcriptional 
orientation were identified on a supercontig (covering contigs 
318.1 to 318.6) in the contiguous sequence for chromosome 16 
(Figure S17). 1l1e automatic annotation progranune GENSCA1\I 
utilised by ENSEi\·ffiL apparent!)' did not recognise the 5' ends of 
these BG genes, and therefore they were only predicted as 
producing a single long transcript. llJC position and orientation of 
this cluster was verified by comparison to a BAC contig from the 
same chicken [llO), from which th e ftrst two BG genes as well as a 
lectin-like gene, a kinesin gene and the intetYcning do\\11SU·eam 
TRIM region had been sequenced (Figure 9). However, in the 
portion for which there is only the \ VGS sequence, there are gaps in 
assembly that raise the possibility of an additional two BG genes. 
Direct sequence comparison of the red junglefowl sequence from 
the BACs, the redjunglefowl sequence from the WSG sequence and 
the B 12 sequence from the cosmids (l'igure 9) shows that there has 
been a precise replacement of the BG! I gene in the Bl2 haplot)'jJe 
with at least four genes in the redjunglefowl haplot>ve, with 99.91! 
and 98.90% sequence identity between the two haplot)'jJCS on the 
left side and the right side, respectively, of the breakpoints. 
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Moreover, the red jungle fowl sequence goes directly into the TRI..\1 
region after the lectin-kinesin gene pair, where:tS the fil 2 sequence 
has two additionalllG genes after the lectin-kinesin gene pair and 
no indication of the TRi i'vl region. There arc a lso some deletiotlS in 
the WGS sequence compared to the llAC sequence, which may 
reflect dilferences in the exact haplot)'Pes or in sequence assembly. 
However, this compatison strong!)' suppot1s the notion that 
recombination leads to strong difierences between BG haplot)'flCS. 
In addition, at least nine red junglcfowl BG genes ammged in 
tandem were identified in the bin "chromosome 16 mndom", 
which consists of contigs predicted to be on chromosome 16 but 
not assembled with the contiguous portiotlS of the WSG sequence 
(l'igure Sl7). The order of these genes is not known, but on the 
basis of fibre-FISH they form another cluste r, located next to the 
fu·st red junglefowl cluster (l'igure I 0). llms, there appears to be in 
the neighbourhood of 18 BG genes in the llG region of the red 
junglcfowl haplot)1Je compared to 12 BG genes in the B 12 
haplotype, demonstra ting CNV for the BG region. 
Phylogenetic comparison of these two BG clusters from the red 
junglefowl haplot)'Pe with the B 12 haplot)1Je showed tha t the first 
redjunglefowl cluster is highly related to cluster VI fi·om the Bl 2 
haplotn >e, but the second red junglefowl cluster is not closely 
related to any of the other clusters (l'igure S IB). Fibre-FISH shows 
that the two red junglcfowl clusters are contiguous, based on their 
length and hybticlisation to the B 12 clusters (Figure I 0), and the 
evidence from comparison to the reported BAC sequence locates 
and orientates the first cluster next to the TRIM region. Thus, the 
order of the clusters in Bl2 is BG cluster VI-BG cluster V-TRii\1 
region-BF/ BL region whereas the order of the clusters in red 
junglefowl is Second BG cluster-Fit·st BG cluster (related to cluster 
VI)-TRIM region-BF/ BL region. This remarkable result is most 
easily explained by large-scale expansion ami contraction events in 
the BG region, with whole clusters swapping in and out. 
To test whether the dificrences between the Bl 2 and red 
junglefowl sequences were due to one of them being an outl)·ing 
variant compared to most MHC haplot)1Jes, we pct{onned fibre-
FISH on an additional five haplot)1lCS (B2, IH, ll1 5, 1119 and the 
true B21 haplot)'pe). It is apparent that the order of the BG, 
TRIM and 131'-llL regions is stable, but that the BG regions vary 
in size and order of BG genes (Figure 10). Thus it would appear 
that the expansion and contraction of the BG genes in the BG 
region is a general phenomenon. 
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Chromosome 2 
Figure 8 . The presence of h ybrid 8G genes in the 812 haplotype shows no obvious patte rn, co nsiste nt with a random process of 
reco mbination in the centre of the genes. The 14 BG genes of the 812 haplotype (as in Figure 1) are depicted with coloured boxes illust rating 
presumed origin (as in Figure 5). See Figure S 11 for an alternative view. 
doi: 1 0.1371/jou rnal.pgen.1 004417.g008 
Discussion 
For the first t ime in the study of BG genes, we have an 
understanding of the genomic organisat ion of a complete BG 
haplotr pe, coupled with a comparison to other BG haplot)1JCS and a 
detennination of cell and tissue expression . Two overarch ing points 
emerge among the many new findin!,'S, which together pm1ray BG 
genes as a m uch more dynamic and complex genetic system than 
their closest m ammalian hom ologucs, the butyrophilin genes. 
The first major poin t that we establish in this paper is the very 
specific cell and tissue expression for each of the RG genes, which 
overall form two groups (along with one gene that may have a 
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Figu re 9. Comp arison of co smid cluster VI fro m the 812 haplotype with the 8Q h aplotype fro m a red j unglefowl, showing re gions 
o f virtua l identity separated by two large ind els, one in the middle of the seq uences and the other where the red jung lefowl 
ha plo type (but not th e 812 haplotype) continues into the TRIM re gion. Genomic organisat ion o n bottom line is from cluster VI of this paper 
(accession number KC955130) compared to two sequences from the BQ haplotype, middle line from the WGS sequence assembly (nucleotides 
166492- 252491 on chromosome 16) and top line from the sequence of a BAC from the same individual chicken (accession number AB268588.1). 
Note that there exist d ifferences betwee n the WGS and BAC sequence s, and further that the WGS assembly has regions of unknown sequence with 
only approximate length. WGS-NA indicates genes not annotated by ENSEMBL at the time of this analysis. 
doi:10.13711journal.pgen.1004417.g009 
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Figure 10. The BG regions of six haplotypes are located In the same orientation from the Bf-BL region, but vary In size and composition, 
as assessed by fibre-FISH using probes corresponding to the cosmids cG43 from BG cluster V (red), cG24 from BG cluster VI (green) and 
c4.5 from BF-BL cluster I (white). Each panel is representative of several fibre-FISH experiments with genomic DNA from 82 (152 cell line), 84 (identical in 
8F-8L region with 813, UGS cell line), 812 (Con A-stimulated spleen cells), 815 (TG15 cell line), 819 (1519 cell line) and 821 (TG21 cell line). 
doi: 1 0.1371/journal.pgen.1 004417.g0 10 
more ubiquitous tissue distribution), strong!)' supported by the 
phylogenetic analysis of the presumed promoter regions. 
Although BG molecules were first discovered as a polymorphic 
antigen on el')1hrocytes, it has been clear for some years that 
there is a multigene family of BG genes, at least some of which 
were expressed in o ther cell types, including thrombocytes, B and 
T cells, bursal and thymic stromal ceUs, and intestina l cells 
163,65,78,80-82]. However, there has never been a complete list 
of IIG genes for a haplotype, nor a comprehensive anal)'Sis of 
which genes arc expressed in which cells and tissues. 
In this paper, we examine all the BG genes of the Bl2 haplotype 
both by sequence and expression analyses and find that some BG 
genes are expressed in one or another cell of the haemopoietic 
lineage while other BG genes are expressed in tissues, likely from 
non-haemopoietic lineages. These assignments arc strengthened 
by the fact that the 5' ends (putati\·e promoter and 5'UTR) of the 
genes from the BG region also r.,u into two groups which fit 
exactly with the presumed cell and tissue di.stributions (with the 
exception of the singleton llG genes, discussed below). Interest-
ingly, the haemopoietic genes of the B 12 haplot)1>C all have a 
deletion within the S'UTR, which almost certainly arose by 
recombination between two 27 nucleotide d irect repeats found in 
aU tissue BG genes. These data might be interpreted to suggest 
that all haemopoietic BG genes descended from a single BG gene, 
with the tissue BG genes being ancestral. 
Within these broad categories of haemopoietie and tissue BG 
genes, the specificit)' of expression of particular BG genes in a 
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single cell type is remarkable, with som e genes changing 
expression dm ing difle rentiation. For instance, only one BG gene 
in the 1312 haplotype is strongly c:-vressed in T ceUs sorted from 
peripheral blood . In contrast, two BG genes arc strongly expressed 
in B cells sorted fi·mn peripheral blood, but one of these was not 
found in bursa, the primal')' f)111phoid organ for the production of 
B cells. Changes in expression during differentiation arc also 
suggested for the IlG3 ge ne, which is strongly expressed in T and 
B cells, th)1nus and bursa, macrophagcs and dendritic cells, hut 
not thrombocytes nor bone marrow fi·om which all haemopoietic 
lineages arc thought to originate. Interestingly, the BG3 gene is 
also strongly expressed in brain, and at least one transcription 
f.'lctor binding site specific for neuroncs is found in the putath•c 
promoter of BG3. Expression of particular genes may also change 
during activation of a cell type, but for macrophagcs a mm1ber of 
strong stimuli f.'liled to affect the two strongly-expressed BG genes, 
llG3 and BG 13. Overall, much more work needs to be done to 
explore the comtilcx expression pattem s of genes from the BG 
region. 
Of the two genes located outside of the BG region, BGO has an 
apparently ubiquitous tissue distribution while BG I is expressed in 
intestine and kidney. 1l1e 5' regions of these two genes are 
diflcre nt from the other BG genes; the BG I promoter is in f.'lct 
partly composed of inverted pieces of the promoters of 
neighbouring genes. 
The second major point that we establish in this paper is the 
presence of BG genes with differe nt evolutionmy histories, some 
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relatively stable and others changing rapidly. As mcntioncc! above, 
there has long beeu evidence for multiple llG genes, many of 
which were located to the BG region and one located to the BF-llL 
region f62- 64,67,78,60J. In this paper, we report two single BG 
genes with relatively stable evolutionary histories compared to the 
many BG genes located in a cluster of clusters, for which there is 
dynamic expansion and contraction and thus a much more 
complex evolutionaty history. 
The singletons located outside of the BG region are the newly 
described BGO gene on chromosome 2, and the long-studied BG l 
gene located in the Bf-IlL region. Although they have similar 
intron- exon stmctures and both have promoters different from 
other BG genes, man)' other features differ between these genes. 
\ \'e found BGO as a eDNA fi·om B 12 caecal tonsil (a gut-associated 
l)1nphoid tissue), and comparison with available sequences showed 
that it was nearly idcntic<tl to a fragmentary eDNA clone reported 
<ts isolated from B2 l cmbtyonic erythroc)1es (67]. Specific PC R 
amplification shows that it has a wide, perhaps even ubiquitous, 
tissue distribution, and is present in every haplOt)1>e examined as a 
nc<trly monomoq >hic transcript (Chattaway, Salomonsen and 
K<tufinan, unpublished). These properlics suggest that BGO has a 
biological function that is stable and well-conscrYed, perhaps 
homeostatic. In contrast, llG I was originally described as 
expressed in li,·er, th)1llus, " T cell line and a ll cell line (72], 
but our tissue distribution shows that it is well-expressed in thpnus, 
intestine and kidney. Orthologous sequences nre present in every 
haplot)pe examined, hut there is allelic sequence variation 
throughout the gene, including expansion a nd contraction of the 
cytoplasmic cxons [7 1 ,831(Chnttaway, Salomonsen and Kaufman, 
unpublished). T he properties of BG I suggest a func tion that is 
under some selection to chnngc, perhaps in response to changes in 
pathogens (as has been suggested by genetic evidence, p 1)). 
H owever, another possibility that has not been mled out is that the 
genetic variation is due to hitch-hiking on nearby i\ IHC genes 
which are under strong selection for variation L64-,65]. 
At a descriptive theoretical level, the presence of llG genes as 
singletons outside the 13G t'egion is best understood as a 
consequence of the "birth and death model" of multigcne r.,mily 
evolution [1 7,21), for which it has been noted that single gene 
duplicates can arise by replicative translocation Ll5J. ;\foreO\•er, 
such theoretical considerations suggest that e\·olution of new 
functions is likelier in such singletons compared to a tightly-linked 
multigene f.'U1llly (1 5,19]. ;\ lore recent evolutionary dynamics of 
these BG singletons is more likely to be govcmcd by a model of 
clivergent e\•olution for a lleles [ 17,211. 
In contrast, the multigene family ofllG genes present in the BG 
region is organised as a cluster of clusters, a nd is undergoing 
significant expansion and contraction. The identification of 
clusters is based on the presence of non-BG genes at or near the 
end of each proposed cluster, a kinesin motor gene, a C -t)1>e 
lectin-like gene and an unclassified open •·eading frame. 'll1ese 
genes in a characte ristic order are found ncar the end of each of 
the 111 2 cosmic! clusters V and VI , and were also identified at the 
junction of the BG region with the TRl;\1 region in the red 
junglcfowl haplotype used for the WGS sequence L36,54]. ll1ese 
genes may be considered as " framework genes" in the sense 
originall)' proposed by Amadou [66], in which nearly single-copy 
genes with stable fnt tctions flank regions of expanding and 
conu·acting multigenc f.,milies of genes with various functions. 
In th is paper, we present five p ieces of c\•idcncc consistent with 
significant ex-pansion and contraction leading to CNV of the BG 
region by recombination and deletion: presence of eD NA 
sequences derived fi·01n the 134 haplOt)VC in congenic B 12 
chickens, presence of apparent hybrid genes in the n 12 haplotn>c 
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by phylogenetic analysis of sequence, deletion of genes evident 
fi·om sequence comparisons of the proximal clliSter ofi3G genes in 
the B 12 and red j unglcfowl haplotype, apparent swapping of 
clusters by comparison of B 12 and red junglefowl hap10t)1JCS by 
sequence and fibre-FIS H, and diflerences in length and specific 
hybridisation pattems by fibre-FISH between six BG region 
haplotwes. Such change with in the BG region is consistent with 
early biochemical evidence of recombination based on analysis hy 
two-dimensional gel electrophoresis [60,67]. 
At a descriptive theoretical level, the appearance of the llG 
multigene family might be best explained by the "birth and death" 
model p 7,2 l], in which duplication leads to multiple gene copies 
out of which some genes may be retnined, while others become 
nonfunctional. At the moment, there is no obvious evidence for 
homogenisation of nc genes, so the question docs not arise 
whether there is birth and death followed by purifying selection or 
concerted evolution by ongoing sequence exchange resulting in 
homogcnisation [14, 15,17]. However, one of the hallmarks of the 
"birth and death" model is considered to be the presence of 
pseudogenes LJ7,2 1), and there is no evidence that an)' of the 13G 
genes examined are non-fu nctional, given that they all have long 
open reading frames and they arc all expressed at the Rl\/A Jc,•el. 
One possibility is that in other BG haplot>ves there arc 
pseudoge1ies that have yet to be described. Another possibilit)• is 
that the maintenance of the BG multige nc r.,mily in the BG region 
is bitsed on a so-c<tlled "mixed model" fl7,21], perhaps with 
sequence exchange repairing any pscudogenes. A third possib ility 
is that a new theoretical model should be considered. In a ny case, 
the current evidence suggests that changes in BG genes within the 
BG region occur by unequal crossing-over a nd deletion without 
the obvious appearance of pseudogenes. 'lltc importance of 
recombination in the evolution of these fiG genes seems clear, but 
at the moment there is no evidence to suggest how fast it might he 
in comparison with other multigene r.,milies [22J, although the 
appearance of B-1- IIG genes in the congenic CJ3 chicken line 
during back-crossing suggests that it could occur over a few 
generations. \ Vhatever the speed of such recombination, without 
selection the munber of nc genes would like!)' graduall)· reduce to 
one [91, so th is suggests that selection for fu nction is also an 
important part of BG evolution. 
S uch rapid evolution based on various outcomes of recombi-
nation is not easily reconciled with models for simple specified 
functions of a li the BG molecules encoded by the llG region. We 
have found that the 5' and 3' ends of BG genes can oficn be 
switched to make hybrid genes, with the phylogenetic signnl of the 
middle portion of the gene apparently scrambled. However, we 
also found that the 5' end of the genes detetmine cell and t issue 
expression. It has loug been postulated that the extracellular V-likc 
region in the middle of the gene is involved in some immunological 
or cell-cell interac tion funct ion, and the cytoplasmic tail at the 3' 
end in intemctions with the C)'toskelcton [59]. Indeed, there is 
direct biochemical e\•idencc that the cytoplasmic tail of zipper 
protein (similar to the llG 10 gene of the B l2 haplot}1>e) can 
regulate actin-myosin interaction in the intestinal brush border, 
and an implication that variation in the number of C)10plasmic 
exons of BG I is involved in resista nce to certain viruses [70, 71 J. 
The conundrum is how there can be a stable function based on the 
middle or 3' end of a gene, when expression of this gene can 
sudden!)' be switched by recombination bringing in a new 5' end 
to nnother cell or tissue, presumably a random genetic e\•cnt. The 
resolution o f this apparent conundrum is one of the next important 
tasks. 
One possibilit)• is that there are BG genes within the BG region 
that are relatively stable with impotiant and specific functions, and 
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that between them there arc expansions and cont ractions of genes 
whose expression and function can change rapidly. T he existence 
of such stable "framework genes" nanking regions of genomic 
change has been particularly well-characterised for the killer 
inhibitOI)' receptor (Kl R) gene cluster which encodes receptors on 
natural killer cells l3,20,88,89J. Indeed, the KIR genes show other 
similarities to the properties of the BG genes, including " tail-
swapping" in which the inhibitmy and activating 3' ends of genes 
with difierent 5' extracellular regions are switched [90]. If this 
model of genomic evolution of the UG region is correct, we expect 
to find some 011hologous genes in every BG haplo!)1Je, whose 
alleles will carry out similar functions and be expressed in similar 
cells and tissues. 
Identifying and characterising such framework genes in the BG 
region is another of the next important tasks. As an example, the 
sequence of the zipper protein characterised in an unknown 
chicken line is near!)' identical with BGIO of the Bl2 haplotype, 
suggesting that this may be a framework gene with a highly 
conserved function and cell expression. In fact, the zipper protein 
was discovered as a protein which can control actin-myosin 
interactions in intestinal brush borders [70] , like!)' to be a 
homeostatic control for which rapid evolution would not be 
achoantageous. 
Another possibility is that there is suntcient functional 
redundancy between different BG proteins to relie\'e the 
selective pressure to maintain the expression of individual 
genes. If this was the case, perhaps the same function could be 
achieved in different haplot)1JeS by structurally and functionally 
similar but not necessaril)' orthologous genes. At a descriptive 
level, this kind of evolution might he considered "subfunctio-
nalisation", in which newly duplicated genes share and then 
panition the functions of the original gene fl 4). It has been 
noted on theoretical grounds that tight linkage increases the 
probability of subfunctionalisation at the expense of ncofunc-
tionalisation [1 5] . Unravelling which genes in dinerent haplo-
t)1Jes may serve the same and dific rent functions is a third 
important task. 
At least some of the BG genes that undergo rapid evolutionary 
change will almost certainly have important functions as well, 
characterised by the need for diversity and rapid response to 
changing environmental conditions. 11JC likeliest scenario is a 
molecular anns race with pathogens, in which the diversity of such 
fiG genes is dri\•en by the ever-changing variation in (certain) 
pathogens. As mentioned above, resistance and susceptibili!)• to 
two oncogenic viruses hm·e recently been ascribed to a retroviral 
inset1ion in the 3 'UTR of the BG I gene [71] . A fmuth important 
task is thus to understand the mechanisms of how such BG genes 
enable an encctive response to a pathogen. 
Materials and Methods 
Animals 
Samples were taken from experimental chicken lines kept at 
the Basel Institute for Immunology in Switzerland, the Institute 
for Animal Health in the UK, the Ludwig Maximilians 
University in Germany, and the University of Cambridge in 
the UK. T he origins and derivations of the chicken lines used in 
this work are described in some detail [77 and references cited 
therein]. All animal work was conducted according to the 
relevant national guidelines in place at the time of the research. 
Most recent!)', approval for animal research was through UK 
Home Ofike Licenses and local Ethics Committees at the 
Institute for Animal Health at Compton, and the Universi!)• of 
Cambridge. 
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Isolation and sequencing of BG genes (Figures 1, 51 and 
52) 
Standard molecular biology techniques used in this paper are 
described in detail [91 ,92J, which t)vically arc referenced along 
with modifications in the accompanying citations given below. 
Southem blotting using BG eDNA probes [78] identified the 
transcribed fragment 8.5 !i·mn various cosmic! clones of the line 
CB (B 12) chicken [72J as a BG gene (subsequently named BG I). A 
6.5 kll!i·agment from cosmid cP12 [72] cut with Nm I ami Hind 
III was isolated and cloned into Bluescript (cPI2NK6.5BS2a 
clone), subclones were sequenced as described [93) by clideox-
ynucleotide technology using 32P-labelled ATP, some portions 
after isolation of single stmnds, and the sequence was deposited in 
Genbank (accession mm1ber KC963<!27). 
A cosmid libraty from a line CB (B 12) chicken [72] was 
screened with eDNA clones Gl , G5, G7 and G8 [53) labelled with 
32P by nick-translation. The 50 positive plaques were picked nnd 
ｧｊＧＰ｜｜ｾＱ＠ up for isolation of DNA, which was analysed by Southern 
blot using various BG eDNA probes isolated from a H.B 19 (B 19) 
chicken spleen libra•y [78). Double-digestion restriction maps and 
limited sequencing were used to group the cosmids into clusters 
[59], with extraneous sequence of chimeric inserts determined by 
genomic Southem blots. DNA from cosmids cG<!3, eG3 and cG24 
was sheared, cloned and sequenced using conunercial Ouorescent 
dye react ion kits followed by capillaty electrophoresis at the 
Sanger Institute. T he clusters were linked using the data from 
ｆ ｩ ｧｾ •ｲ ･＠ S5C in Cambridge, and the whole sequence deposited in 
Genbank (accession number KC955130). 
Polymerase chain reaction 
Amplification from DNA and eDNA was carried out using 
different commercial kits at difie rent times during the work 
described in this paper. T)1>ically, the amplifications were carried 
out with commercial kits using manuf.'lcturer's instructions 
(sometimes optimised for Mg, dimethylsulfoxide or polyethylene-
glycol concentration), with 2- 5 min at 9+-96°C for initial 
ｾ･ｮ｡ｴ ｵ ｲ｡ｴｩｯｮ Ｌ＠ followed by 30 cycles of 0.6 l min at 94-96°C for 
denaturation, 1--2 min at a lower temperature (depending on the 
primers) for annealing and 1-5 min (depending on amplicon 
length) at 72°C for extension, and ending with 10 min at 72°C for 
final e..xtension followed by storage at 4°C. 
Isolation of BG eDNA for comparison to genomic 
sequences (Figures 53 and 57) 
For BGO, clones were isolated from a eDNA lilmuy in Basel. 
Briefi y, RNA was isolated from caecal tonsil of a CB chicken and 
cloned into /,ZAP vector to make the CT-2 libraty (much as 
described in [94]), which was screened with BG eDNA probes as 
above. Phage clones were picked and converted by plasmid clones 
b)' in vivo excision with a helper phage ｖｃｓｾｈＳ＠ in BB4 cells. 
DNA was prepared by the CTAB miniprcp method, and the 
length of insert was determined by digestion and Southern blotting 
using BG eDNA [78] and genomic clones from the BG I gene as 
probes, with clones 45A, +7B and 47C eventually picked for full 
sequencing using a '1'3 thennocycler (Biomctra), a fluorescent dye 
tenninator kit and a 373A DNA sequencer ｾｊ ｯ ｴｨ＠ Applied 
13iosystems). 
For UGI , BGIO and BGII , eDNA clones were isolated from 
transfectants in Basel. Briefly, mouse L cells with inactivated 
thymidine kinase gene (Ltk- cells) were transfccted by standard 
calcium phosphate procedures [91 ,92] with clones 
cP 12NK6.5BS2a, cG I3 and cG222• Cells expressing BG genes 
were selected by neomycin, then enriched by fluorescence-activated 
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cell sorting and cloned by limiting dilution followed by 
screening using flow cytomctty, in both cases using a pool of 
mAb to BG including 13G2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 9 [65]. Total RNA 
was prepared from clones 1.4 and l. 7 (cp l2NK6.5BS2a 
containing BG l gene), 6N.39 (cG 13 containing BG l 0 and 
BG!l) and 8N.37 (cG222 containing llG!O and BG!l) using 
the FastTrack kit (Life Technologies) and eDNA was prepared 
using Superscript reverse transcriptase (Stratagcnc). BG eDNA 
was amplified using a T3 themwcyclcr, a commercial Taq 
polymerase kit (R oche), with an annealing temperature of 45°C. 
BG l cDNAs were amplified using reverse primer 2773 
containing a Not I site (ATATATgcggccgcCTI'TGGTIT-
CTITCTI"CCAAT1:"GG) based on the eDNA clones G3 and 
G8, and a series of forward primers each containing a Sal I site, 
2960 (TATATgtcgacTGGCAGAATTACTGGTGC:C), 2961 
(TATATgtcgacC:TGGTGATAGC:AGAGAC:C:C) and 2962 (TA-
TATgtcgacGGTAGAAGC:TGGGC) designed based on the 
genomic sequence (accession number KC963427) to establish 
the 5' end of the BG I transcript. BG l 0 and BG II cDNAs were 
amplified with forward primer 8081 containing an Nru I site 
(CAC:GTtcgcgaCCATGSNSTI"YNYATYRRGMTGC) and re-
verse primer 2774 (sequence above). Amplified fragments were 
cut with appropriate restriction enzpnes, gel-purified and cloned 
into Bluescript plasmid, with BG l clones PCRX l , 3 and 5 from 
transfectant l. 7 and ｐｃｾＧｻ＠ ll, 29, 31 and 35 from transfectant 
1.4, BG!O clones 3+, 42, 47 and 50, and BGJJ clones JK29, 
32, 37, 45 and 49 eventually chosen for full sequencing using a 
T3 thermocycler (Biometra), fluorescent dye tenninators kit and 
a 373A DNA sequencer QJoth Applied Biosystems). 
Preparation, amplification and sequencing of eDNA from 
cells and tissues (Figures 2 and 54) 
The eDNA preparations from T cell, B cell and thrombocyte 
populations purified by flow cytometry from blood ofC:B chickens 
in Basel were described in previous publications [76, 77]. 
The eDNA preparations fi·orn macrophages were prepared 
from blood rnonocytes isolated from C:B chickens in Mtmich, 
essentially as described [95]. Briefly, leucocytes fi·orn heparinised 
blood were separated by centtifugation through Ficoii-Paque. 
Cells at the interf.1.ce were washed twice in PBS, a<ljusted to 2 xI 07 
cells/ml in RPl.\ll 1640 supplemented with 10% FBS, 100 U/ml 
penicillin and 100 ).lg/ml streptomycin, and then incubated on 90-
mm cell culture Petri dishes at 5% C02 and 40°C:. After 48 hours 
non-adherent cells were removed by vigorous washing. The 
remaining cells were over 98% positive for KULOI, a macro-
phage-specific monoclonal antibody [96) , and were fttrther 
incubated in the same medium under identical conditions with 
or ｜｜ｾｴｨｯｵｴ＠ activation. Cells were either stimulated with LPS from 
E. coli (0127,B8; Sigma) at a final concentration of 10 ftg/ml or 
with cell culture supernatant of ehickeniNFy expressing COS cells 
[97] at a final dilution of l :500 or with a combination of both. 
After 24 hours cells were washed with PBS and han'CSted into 
peqGOLD TriFast (Peqlab, Erlangcn, Gcnnany) and RNA 
extracted according to the mmmf.'lcturer's protocol. In order to 
confitm macrophage activation cell nitric oxide release into cell 
culture supematant was quantified by Gt·iess reaction [98]. 
All other cells and tissues were from C -BI 2 chickens in 
Compton, with total Rl\'A isolated in TRizol and eDNA made 
with Superscript III (Invitrogen). Bone mmTow from untreated 
and chickens rendered anaemic with phenylhydrazine was isolated 
as described [78]. Dendritic cells were derived from bone man·ow 
and grown in chicken IL4 and GM-C:SF for 7 days as described 
[991- Intestinal enteroq1es from embtyonic day 14-15 embt)'OS 
were isolated from the PBS-45% Percoll interf."lcc as described 
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[100, l 0 !]. Lpnphoc>1e depletion was achieved by daily intra-
muscular ittiection of 3 mg cyclophosphamide each of the first 4 
days after hatching fl 02]. Thymus and bursa tissues were 
disrupted by passing through a nylon sieve, and ｬｽｾｬｴｰｨｯ ｣ ｹｴ ｣ｳ＠
separated from stromal cells by ＷＰ Ｅｾ Ｑ ＵＥ＠ discontinuous Pcrcoll 
gradient ｜｜ｾｴｨ＠ a PBS overlay [97]. 
Amplifications in Copenhagen were performed using a 
GeneAmp PC:R System 2700 thermal cycler (Applied Biosystems) 
using either the High Fidelity PC:R ｅｮｺ＾ｾｮ･＠ kit (Fenncntas 
#K0192) or Long PC:R Enz>me kit (Fermentas #K0!82). 
Samples of eDNA (usually I ftl of a standard prep) were amplified 
using the commercial bufiers with l.\lg concentration optimised, 
with 20 ·-30 nmol of each primer, ss•c for annealing and I min 
for extension. For the data in Figure 2, the primers used for most 
BG genes were LP Fl (C:C:A GWT TC:R CCC TYC: C:C:T GGA 
GGA C), LP F2 (CTC: C:TG C:C:T TAT C:TC: RTG GCT CTG 
C:AC), TM Rl (GAC: ARA TGA CCC AMC: SAG AWK TGT 
G) and TM R2 (CAC AGC CAG AGC: CAC: YKT C:CA G), used 
in all four forward and reverse primer combinations. For BG2, the 
primers used were LP Fl and Ll' f2 as above, 43A Rl 
(GAC:AAATGAC:C:C:AGC:C:AGAGGAA·n ·ATG) and 43 R2 
(CAC:AGC:C:AGAGC:C:AC:C:TTC:CAAG). For BGO, the primers 
used were LP 1' 1 as above, C:TBG F2 (C:TC: C:TG GC:T TAC: 
C:TC: GTG GC:T CTC: AAC). C:TBG Rl (C:GA ATG AC:G C:AA 
AC:A AAA GTG TGA G) and C:TBG R2 (C:C:A C:AG C:CA GAG 
C:C:A C:C"J" TCC AGG), used in all four forward and reverse 
primer combinations. Amplicons were isolated from TBE agarose 
gels using QIAquick Gel Extraction kit (QlAGEN 28706) and 
cloned using TOPO TA cloning kit Ｈ ｉｭ ｾ ｴｲｯ ｧ｣ ｮ Ｉ Ｎ＠ Plasmid 
minipreps with right insert size after Eco RJ digestion were 
sequenced using Big Dye Tenninator reagent and an ABI 
automatic sequencer (Applied Biosystems). 
Reverse transcriptase-quantitative polymerase chain 
reaction (RT-qPCR) of eDNA from tissues (Figure 56) 
Approximately l 00 mg of spleen, liver, duod enum and bone 
marrow were collected from two 10 week old female C-Bl2 
chickens from the Institute for Animal Health. Tissues were 
collected into 500 J.l] RNA-Later (Ambion) and stored at -20°C. 
Rl\/A was isolated from - 100 mg homogenised tissue using the 
Nucleospin RNA II kit {Machet)·-Nagel), and I ftg RNA was 
converted to eDNA using oligo-ciT primer and the Verso eDNA 
synthesis kit (Thenno Scientific), both according to manuf.1.cturer's 
instructions. 
Fom'ard and reverse primers for qPC:R were T GT G-
C:TGTGC:AAGATGAT and '!TCCAGGGAT GGATGATG 
for BG4, TGTGTTGTGC:AAGATGAC: and GAAAAGC:AAT-
GATGAC:AA for BG7, TGTGC:TGTGC:AAGATGGT and 
AC:GATC:TGGGAAAAGGGG for llG 10, and GGAC:-
GATC:TGGGAAAAGA and TATGC:AGAAGCTGTGGTGA 
for BG II. Targets were amplified over 40 cycles (Initial enzpne 
activation 15 min 95°C, then 40 cycles of 15 s at 9-t•c:, 30 s at 
60°C: and 30 s at 72°C) using l 0 pmol each primer in 
AbsoluteBlue qPC:R Mix (Thermo Scientific). Samples were 
compared to a 5-point standard curve, and normalised to 
C)'clophilin A and a reference spleen sample. Fluorescence data 
were collected and analysed using an iC:ycler (BioRad) with 
subsequent analyses prefonned in ｾ Ｌ ｬｩ｣ｲｯ ｳｯｦｴ＠ Excel. 
Further PCR, cloning and sequencing 
Amplifications in Cambridge were performed using a DNA 
Engine Tetrad 2 Peltier thennocycler (BioRad) using three 
commercial kits with bufiers supplied and according to manuf.1.c-
tm·er's instructions. 
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For the experiment in Figu re S5B, fragments were amplified from 
BACs Pl(2G)F6, 34 and Pl (IBG)BG l52J using 2 ng DNA, 0.6 mM 
each of the p•imers uc74 (CTCCT GCCT1'ATCTCRTG-
GCTC fGCAc:), and uc76 (CACAGCCAGAGCCACYKTC-
CAG), with 1 U Velocity pol}111cmse (Bioline BI0-2 1098) in 
I x GC 1ich butTer containing 2 mi\ I i\ IgC12 and 0.04 mM of each 
dNTP, with the annealing step being 2 min at 53°C . 
For the experiment in Figure SSC, genomic DNA was isolated 
from erythrocytes using a salting-out procedure, as desc.-ibed 
Ll 03]. Fragments were amplified fi·01n 2 ng line C-1312 genomic 
DNA using 0.2 mi\1 each primer uc244 (Fl O: T l'GGGGAAA-
TAGTGTGACCG) with uc250 (RI B: GGAGGGATCAG-
GAGGGAGC) or uc248 (Rll: GGGGGGAAGAATITAGG-
GATJ with 0.5 U recombinant Taq DNA pol}•me1-ase (Invitrogen 
10342020) in I x Invitrogen PCR reaction bufier, 2 mM added 
.MgC12 and 0.25 mM of each dNTP. After initial d enaturation, 
there were 5 cycles of 0.75 min at 95•c, 0.5 min at 6o•c and 
1.5 min at 72•c, followed by 30 cycles of 0.75 min at 95•c, I sec 
at 60°C and 1.5 min at n •c, followed by a final extension step. 
For the experiment in Figure SB, fmgments were amplified from 
I ｾｴｬ＠ (concentmtion unknown) line N genomic DNA using 0.4 mM 
of each primer LPair 1: uc51 1 (BGO_PlF, T GCCCAGGGAT-
GATTGTGAGGCTJ and uc512 (BGO_PIR, T GCAGAA-
CTGGGTGAGTCG'lTCC); Pair 2: uc5 13 (BGO_P2F, TGC-
CCAGGGAT GA'IT GTGAGGC) and uc514 (BGO_ P2R, TGC-
AGAACT GGGT GAGTCGTJ'CCT); Pair 3: uc5 15 (BGO_ P3F, 
GCCCAGGGATGATTGT GAGGCTJ and uc5 16 (BGO_p3R, 
GCAGAACTGGGTGAGTCGTTCCTJl , with 20 U Phusion 
polymerase (New England Biolabs # M0530S) in I x HiFi buller 
(conta ining 1.5 mi\ I MgC12), L,5% polyethylene glycol and 
0.04 mM of each dt'ITP. After initial denatumtion, there were 5 
cycles of 0.75 min at 95°C, 0.5 min at 59.8°C and 1.5 min at 
n •c, followed by 30 cycles of0.75 min a t 95•c, I sec at 59.a•c 
and 1.5 min at n •c, followed by a final extension step. 
T he amplicons were cloned using the Clonc;)ET kit (Fenn entas) 
following manuf.'!cturer's instructions, and sequenced using 
commercial fluorescent dye kits followed by capillary electropho-
resis at the DNA Sequencing Facility of the Department of 
Biochemistry, University of Cambridge (www2.bioc.cam.ac.uk/ 
ｾ ｰｦｬ ｧ ｲｯｵｰ Ｏ ｄ ｎ ａ｟ｆ｡ ｣ ｩｬｩｴ ｹＩ Ｎ＠
Sequence data was anal}"Led using C LC DNA workbench 
(version 5. 7 .I , www.clcbio.com/). Alignments were pe1fonned 
using Clusta lX (www.clustal.org/) and MAFfT Qlttp:/ / mafli. 
cbrc.jp/alignment/software/). Some phylogenetic trees were 
created using the neighbour joining (NJ) method implemented 
by ClustaLX with 1000 bootstrap seeds. Other trees were created 
using a Bayesian approach implemented by i\·lrllaycs L I 04] 
(version 3. 1.2, http:/ / mrbayes.sourceforge.net/), with the GTR 
substitution model used with gamma-distributed rate variation 
across sites, and with the i\,ICMC analysis using one chain, 20000 
generations and sampling every I 00 generations. Still other trees 
were created maximum parsimony (i\·IP) phylogenies, using PAUP 
4.0b l 0 for Unix (105] (11ww.paup.csit.fsu.edu/). AU and SH tests 
[ 1 06] on M P trees were perfon ned in CONSEL version 0.2 (www. 
ｩｳＮｴｩｴ ･｣ ｨＮ｡ ｣Ｎ ｪ ｰＯｾｳ ｨｩｭｯ Ｏｰ ｲｯ ｧＯ｣ ｯ ｮｳ･ ｬＯ Ｉ Ｎ＠ Finall}', other trees were 
created using neighbour network analysis implemented by 
SplitsTree4 [107, 108] Q1ttp:/ / www.splitstree.org/), and tested 
fo r significance using a Phi test for recombination [I 09]. 
Phylogenetic trees were visualized using Dendroscopc Qmp:/ I a b. 
inf. uni-tuebingen.de/software/ dendroscope/). After removal of 
gaps in the alignment of all 14 BG genes by G-blocks using 
default stringent parameters [II 0, Ill], an automated partitioning 
analysis performed using SAGUARO fll 2) (www.sourceforge. 
net/proj ects/saguarogw/) gave cacti which were handled with 
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PHYLIP version I :3.68-2 fl l 3] from the Ubuntu repositories 
(www. launchpad.net/ ubuntu/ lucid/ +source/ph)•lip/ I :3.68-2). 
Dotplots were created with a wordsize of 150, using dottup fi·om 
the EMBOSS package (version 6. 1.0-5, http:/ /emboss. 
sourceforge.nct/). Helical wheels were created using pepwheel 
from the Ei\UlOSS package (version 6.1.0-5, http:/ /emboss. 
sourceforge.net/). Read-through exons were found using an in-
house Visual BASIC script, and the J'J'Ji\·ls by an in-house PERL 
script, both written by J Chattaway. 
The 2 1 nucleotide repeats were grouped using an in-house mle 
based clustering algoritlun (J . ChattaWa}'). T he clustering algo-
rithm first created a distance matrix between the nucleotide 
sequences of all the 21 nucleotide repeats. Then, the algorithm 
created a list of 2 1 nucleotide repeals that were at least 80% 
identical to each repeat, and compared the lists and placed repeats 
tha t were similar to the same sets of repeats into the same group, 
again with an 80% identity threshold. The number of resulting 
groups was small enough to be checked manually; some groups 
were merged or split, and each group was given a number as a 
label, in order from the largest to the smallest group. 
Fibre-FISH (Figures 3 and 1 0) 
The cell lines IS2 (MHC haplotype B2), UG5 (Bl3), TGI5 (Bl5), 
1SJ9 (B l9), and TG21 (B21) arc rcticuloendotheliosis virus (RE\0 
u·ansfonned cell lines l l14,1 15,1 16J. Prima•y BJ2 splcnocytcs were 
isolated from the spleen of a line C-B 12 chicken (IAH , Compton; 
now rebranded as The Pirbright Institute) and stimulated with 
concana1•alin A (Con A, Sigma) for 48 h. All cells were cultured at 
37•c, 5% C0 2 in RPi\11 1640 supplemented with 10% fCS, L-
glutamine and kanamycin (all from GIIICO/Invitrogen). 
Fibre-fiSH was performed at Sanger Institute as described 
[I 17J, except the fibres were not treated "ith acetic acid and 
pepsin. Approximately I 0 ng of each cos mid was used for 
amplifica tion by the Genomel'lcx \\'hole Genome Amplifica tion 
(WGA) 2 kit (Sigma) according to manuf.'!cturer 's inslructions, and 
probes created by amplification ming a modified WGA3 kit 
(Sigma) [J IB), with cosmid c4.5 labelled with digoxigenin-11 -
dUTP (Roche); cG24 with biotin-16-d UT P (Roche), and cG43 
with dinitrophenyl (DNP)-11 -d UTP (Perkin-Elmer). Hybridisation 
was carried out as described 111 9] except that the probes were 
allowed to bind 01•crnight. Detection and imaging was canicd out 
as described L 118J with the DNP-11-dUTP probe detected using a 
1:200 dilution of rabbit anti-DNP IgG and a 1:200 dilution of 
Alexafluor 488 donkey anti-rabbit IgG (both from Molecular 
Probes, pa11 of Invitrogen). 
Supporting Information 
Figut·e Sl The cosmids identified by screening with BG probes 
were characterised by double restriction enZ}1n e digest and 
Southem blot, and could be organised into the previous!}' described 
cluster I (now kno\111 as the BF-BL region), and two novel clusters 
named cluster V and cluster VI. T hick lines represent clusters, with 
restriction sites (C, Cia I; K, Kpn I; i\1, i\·llu I; N, Nru I; n, Not I; S, 
Stu I; P, Pl'll II; X, Xho I), open boxes indicating preswned BG 
genes based on hyblidisation, and closed boxes indicating similar 
regions based on hydridisation (now knmm to contain kinesin and 
lectin-like genes). T hin lines represent indi1•idual cosmids, with 
dotted lines indicating sequence apparent!}' from outside of the BG 
region found in chimeric cosmids, and arrows indicating fmiher 
sequence. Bar indicates approximately 5 kb. 
(PDf) 
Figure S2 Alignment of the genomic seq uence fi·om all of the 
Bl 2 BG genes, showing the locations of the coding sequence 
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(yellow background), UTRs (green background) ;mel the introns/ 
intergcnic sequence (white background). Residues which diOer 
from a m;Uority consensus sequence (not shm\11) are red; exons are 
highlighted in g1·een; dashes are gaps incluclecl to maximise 
alig11111ent. Each Genomic FraglHCnt (G I•) was cut 76 nucleotides 
after the prcclictccl end of the 3'UTR, with the start of the 5' end 
just after the breakpoint of the previous 3' end (except for IIG 10, 
preceded by the h)1JOthetical protein, which was trimmed to 
match the 5' ends of the other genes). All features of the BG genes 
were initially predicted by reference to known BG cDNAs (as 
shown in Fig11rc S5), and most have been validated by comparison 
to cDNAs fi·om the particular gene. While not shown in this fig11re, 
the features of the C-type lectin-like, kinesin motor protein and 
hypothetical genes were established by reference to ESTs which 
span at least two exons and arc over 90% identical to the genomic 
sequence Qectin: CD21610 1,CN21769+; kinesin: ｂｕ ﾷ ｾＷＱＷ Ｕ ＰＬ＠
BU333462, BU251676, BUII2055, BUI08596, A.M068009, 
AM063 157, CV8928+3, CD2l7632, BU487705, BU330950, 
1\)442873, 1\)398++6, AJ398368, DT659179, DT655924, 
DR419449, C0507363, CN232628, CD217592, BU386334, 
BU354226, Bl\1491516, Bl\1490485, Bl\1489471, Bl\1425939, 
BG62542+, AJ453838, AJ444817, DT657232, CD738123, 
CD72835•1, CD215461 , BUI99828, BUI08016, BI393544, 
BI391565, t\)452709, 1\)398223, 1\}393429, BU328290, 
AJ399432, 1\)393414, 1\)393212 and the h)1JOthetical protein: 
BU207055, BU209867, CN232293, BU374683, AJ442408, 
Cll017432, AJ445065, AJ399 199, BU45141 7, BU299883, 
BU357505, BU333629. 
(PDF) 
FigUl'e S3 BGO is identical in two haplot)lJCS, and BG 10 is most 
similar to the zipper protein, particularly in the cytoplasmic tail. A. 
Phylogenetic tree of nucleotide sequences. Alig1tments of B. BG I 0 
with zipper protein, C. BGO from red junglefowl and line C ll. 
Exons alternately coloured g1·cy and white. 
(TIFJ 
Figm·c S4 Phylogenetic tree and alignment of sequences of 
coding region from "sig11al sequence to transmembrane" of B 12 
genes compared to the sequences amplified by the "universal 
primers" from eDNA of CB and CC chickens, as described in 
Figltre 2. 
( f!F) 
Figm·e S5 PCR, cloning and sequencing links and orients 
cosmic! clusters VI and V, and cosmic! cluster V with the TRIM 
region, validating and extending the interpretations of the fibre-
FISH experiments. A. Representation of fi,·e BAC clones with the 
right ends in the Bf-BL region, extending to the left into the 
TRIM cluster (by sequence) or to the BG region by hybridisation 
indicated by black boxes. Fif.'l!re from Ruby et al 2005, with 
permission fi·orn Springer 2013. B. Agarose gel of PC R products 
from three BACs using "universal primers" for BG genes, along 
with names of BG genes identified following cloning and 
sequencing. C. Sequence alignment of clones recovered after 
PCR from genomic DNA (C-BI2 chicken) using primers on the 
right end of the cosmid cG24 from duster VI and from the left end 
of cosmic! cG•I3 fi·orn cluster V, compared to the ends of the 
cosmid clusters as detennined by sequences of cG43, cG3 and 
cGN. 
(flfF) 
Figut·c S6 The two haematopoietic BG genes BG 7 and BG II 
arc well expressed in bone marrow but absent from liver, whereas 
the two tissue BG genes BG•l and BG I 0 are well expressed in 
duodenum and poorly expressed in bone marrow. RNA 
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expression levels of BG7, BG II , BG•l and BG 10 were compared 
by RT-qPCR. BG levels across tissues were normalised to the 
reference gene cydophilin A, and relative fold diOerence in 
expression was calculated hy normalising to spleen (spleen = I; 
fold values given above the bars; standard errors arc from 
experimental triplicates on one plate). Data is representative of 
three experiments. 
(fiF) 
Figure S7 cDNAs isolated from B 12 chickens and transfec-
tattts with B 12 genes (black) validate the intron/ exon 
structures predicted (blue) based on comparison with BG 
cDNAs from other haplot}1Jes. A. BGO (CTIIG) eDNA clones 
from caecal tonsil (accession number KC955 131 ), B. BG I (11.5) 
clones after PCR from eDNA from L cells transfected with ll.S 
gene (arrows indicate open reading frames) (accession ntnnbers 
KC955132 to KC955136), C. and D. IIGIO (1313, zipper 
protein-like) and BG II ( 13A, 22E) clones after PCR from 
eDNA from L cells transfccted with cosmids cG 13 and 
cG222. 
( I'll·) 
Figut·e SO There is only one 3' UTR exon for the BGO gene in 
B21 chickens Qine Ｑ｜ｾ Ｎ＠ A. Dot plot analysis qf the sequence around 
the 3'UTR fi·orn the WGS sequence shows duplication including 
the 3'UTR, with an insertion in the second copy. 1ltrec pairs of 
primers were desig11ed just outside the apparent duplication and 
used for PCR from genomic DNA from a line N chicken, with the 
sizes expected for amplicons from the region with and without a 
duplication indicated below the dot plot. B. Picture of the 
amplification products separated by agarose gel electrophoresis, 
showing m;Uor amplified band below 3 kB compared to markers, 
as c"pcctcd if the duplication is not found in the genome. C . 
Alig11ment between the \VGS sequence 2.1 and the end sequences 
from the 3 kb band from PCR I . 
(PDJo) 
Figu•·c S9 The promoters of BGl (8.5) and BG9 (F8) genes 
contain sequence deri\•ed fi·om other genes. A. Sequence 
alignment of the BG I promoter with the promoter of the 
neighbouring Blcc Qectin·like) gene and with the consensus of 
other BG genes, showing that the upstremn portion of the BG I 
promoter is derived from the Blec promoter, followed by a region 
of unknown origin, finishing with the proximal region being 
similar to other BG genes. B. Sequence alig1t.ment of the BG9 
promoter with the sequence of an upstre;un gene Loc425771 
Q1)1Jothetical protein) found in the red junglefowl WGS sequence 
(positions 182878- 183380) and in the sequence of BAC 
AB268588.1 (positions 29633- 30097, sequence used in fig11re), 
which presumably became part of the BG9 promoter of the B 12 
haplot)1Je upon deletion of the intetvening sequences, as depicted 
in Figure 9. Interesting!)', this novel sequence contains some tissue 
specific transcription f.'lctor binding sites (such as Gfi-1 described 
as the repressor induced by T-cell activation, Lyfl described as 
important in the maturation ofT-cells, and Nkx-2 found only in 
the brain and spinal cord), which correlate with the expression in 
T cells and brain found in Figure 2. 
(1'1 flo) 
Figut·e SIO Classification of cytoplasmic exons reveals that the 
downstream IJO% follow the same pattern as the 3'UTR, but the 
upstream 20% do not. Each cytoplasmic exon of all BG genes 
from the B 12 haplol)1Je was given an individual identification 
number, a distance matrix for the sequences of all cxons against all 
other exons was constructed, and then a rule-based algorithm was 
employed to identify gm ups of exons with sequences with at least 
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80% nucleotide identity. Visual inspection led to a few instances of 
splitting or merging groups, based on maximising shared 
nuclcotidcs. A total of 57 groups were fonncd, with 18 groups 
having on I}• one member and the remaining 39 groups having up 
to 39 members each. The figure shows the C)'IOplasmic cxons 
(identified by group number) for each BG gene of the D 12 
haplotype, stacked for maximum alignment. A. Arrangement of all 
the cytoplasmic exons. 13. Arrangement without those cxons which 
are unique (that is, arc in groups with only one member). 
Phylogenetic trees comparing the nucleic acid sequences of cxons 
in common between each pair of IJG genes fi·om lll 2 haplotype 
for C. fi rst 20% and D. last 80% of C)'toplasmic tails. 
( riFI•) 
Flgut·e Sll Six BG genes have the potential to conditionally 
express ITThi motifs, and all BG genes contain 1- 5 introns which 
could be expressed as protein sequences without disnapting the 
continuit)' of the C)'toplasmic tail. A. Depicted arc ITI I\ ls which 
are not preceded by a stop codon, introns which arc in-frame wilh 
the two flanking C)'toplasmic exons, in-frame stop codons and the 
resulting in-fi-amc intron sequences without in-frame stop codons. 
II. The amino acid sequences of all predicted introns that contain 
an lTil\lmotif which is not preceded by a stop codon are shown 
as an alignment. ITIMs arc highlighted in red. All numbers arc 
relative to the start of the preceding heptad repeat. The sequences 
arc named by the BG gene of origin and the ITII\1 number, 
starting with the 5' most ITIM which is not preceded by a stop 
codon. The amino acid sequence which is encoded by the 
C)•toplasmic repeat exons is highlighted in blue. The first and last 
amino acids <Jrc omitted because they are partially encoded by the 
neighbouring exons, which may be ｡ｬｴ ｣ ｭ＼ｾｴｨﾷ｣ｬ ｹ＠ spliced. The 
reading fmmc of the second short cytoplasmic exon can be altered 
by the ITII\1 containing intron, which can introduce in-fmmc stop 
codons. 
( rii·l ·) 
Figtll'C S12 Trees created using a Bayesian approach are 
consistent with the trees created using a neighbour joining (Nj) 
approach. The trees are based on alignments of the promoter, 
5'UTR, signal sequence, V-like region, transmembrane region or 
3'UTR, and were created using l\lrBayes (version 3. 1.2). The 
GTR substitution model was used with gamma-distributed rate 
variation across sites. The MCI\!C analysis used one chain, 
20000 generations and was sampled every I 00 generations. 
Nodes with a posterior probability less than 0.5 have been 
collapsed. The results of the Bayesian approach are consistent 
with the ne ighbour j oining (Nj) approach, with the same &.-roups 
found as in Figure 5. 
(PNG) 
Figut·c Sl3 Neither the AU test nor the SH test can support a 
single topology for the signal sequences, V-like region sequences or 
transmembrane sequences, in contrast to the analysis of the 
5 'UTR for which there are three very closely-related best trees 
and for 3 'UTR for which there is a single best tree. The AU test 
cannot reject the null hypothesis for any V-like region, signal 
sequence or transmembrane region topolog)'. The SH test 
supports multiple topologies; however these supported topologies 
have different structures. Topologies were created in PA UP using 
the l\lP method, then AU and SH tests were p erformed in 
CONSEL. For the signal sequence the 66 shortest topologies were 
compared, for the V -like region the 52 shortest topologies, and for 
the transmembrane region the 60 shm1est topologies. The top ten 
topologies arc shown for each region. 
(TIFI•) 
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Figu•·e Sl4 Neighbour networks show a complex recombination 
pattern across the whole gene, but with topologies similar to trees 
made ｜｜ｾｴ ｨ＠ other approaches. Neighbour networks of whole 
eDNA, promoter, 5'UTR, signal sequence, V-like region, 
transmembmnc region, and 3'UTR were c reated with SplitsTrce. 
The groups of genes remain the same as with neighbour joining or 
Bayesian approaches, save for the whole eDNA of DGIO which 
clusten> with BG5, BG7 and JIG I 0 rather than with BG2. The 
complex networked stmcture of the trees indicates substantial past 
recombination within the exons, which is compatible with the 
recombination assessed using the Phi test, as implemented in 
SplitsTree. Tests were petfonned on sequences of the whole gene 
(p =O), promoter (p=0.86), 5'UTR (p =O.O l), V-like region 
(p = 0.0017) and 3'UTR (p=9.13e-12). Onl)' the promoter 
sequences do not appear to be undergoing significant recombina-
tion. 
(PDiry 
Figu•·e SIS Cacti produced b)' SAGUARO arc compatible with 
the topologies of l'U trees in Figure 5. A The genomic fmgmcnts 
detailed in Figure S2 have been aligned. Sequence is represented 
as a horizontal line, cxons as black boxes j oined by clte1•rons, and 
gaps as white space. B. The alignment was processed using 
Gblocks to ellSure that orthologous bases were in the same column 
and to remove gapped positions. Retained portions of the 
ali&'lllllent are identified using a black line, with white space 
representing portions of the alignment which were excluded. C. 
The Gblocks alignment was then processed with SAGUARO, and 
33 cacti were produced, indicated by white boxes. D. Cacti which 
cover regions analysed in Figure 5 were selected for further 
analysis. A neighbour joining (l\U) tree was produced for each 
cactus using PHYLIP. Cactus 2 covers pa rt of Lhe promoter 
alignment, and shows same two groups of promoters as in Figure 5. 
Cactus 5 co,·er-s the first half of the 5'UTR, and shows the same 
two groups of genes as the 5' UTR in Figure 5. Cactus 19 covers 
part of the 5'UTR and part of the following intron. This tree has 
clustered most of the hem atopoietic DG genes together, like the 
5'UTR tree in Figure 5. Cactus 18 covers the V-like region and 
produces a similar tree to the V-like region tree in Figure 5. Cactus 
36 covers the tmnsmcmbrane region, and identifies the same 
groups as the tmnsmcmbt-ane tree in Figure 5. E. The 3'UTR 
sequence has been split into five cacti: 15, 23, 28, 12 and I which 
are 53, 176, 78, 70 and 71 nucleotides in length, respective!);· 
These sequences a re short, and the underlying nucleotide 
sequence is very similar (Figure S2); therefore one or two unique 
SNPs can radically alter the position of a particular sequence in 
the tree. Cactus 15 has the same pattern and groups as the 
3'UTR tree in Figure 5. The remainder of the 3'UTR cacti 
produce the same groups of genes as the 3'UTR tree in Figure 5, 
but each one has a few genes which have migrated elsewhere in 
the tree . Therefore the 3'UTR partitioning is broadly supported 
by the SAGUARO analysis, and overall the SAGUARO 
analysis is compatible with the i'(J topologies presented in 
Figure 5. 
(PDI-) 
Figm·c Sl6 The presence of hybrid BG genes in the Bl2 
haplot}1Je shows no obvious pattern, consistent with a mndom 
process of recombination in the centre of the genes. The 14 BG 
genes of the Dl2 haplot}1Je (as in Figme I) arc depicted with 
coloured boxes illustmting presumed origin (as in Figure 5 but with 
the colours for the q'loplasmic ta il and 3'UTR reve rsed). 
(riFF) 
Figu•·e Sl7 Identification of clusters of un-annotatcd BG genes 
in the WGS sequence (version 2.1 ) of the DQ(D21 -like) haplotype. 
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Upper panel, fi rs t red junglcfowl cluster found in representation of 
the ENSEi\ I Ill , analrsis of a region assembled f01· chromosome 16. 
Lower panel, second red j unglefowl cluster found in representation 
of the Ei\'SEi\IBL att<ti)'Sis of a region of assembled contigs that 
are suspected but not shown to be patt of chromosome 16. 'll1ese 
representations taken from the E NSEi\ IBL website show our 
location of BG genes as d efined h)' a 131 .AST search with the 
3'UTR of IJG genes (red vertical lines labelled BLAT/ BLAST 
hjts), the location of two identified BG genes (dark red boxes 
labelled Ensembl), and location of most of the cxons of the BG 
genes inappropriatcl)' linked (green boxes labelled Unigcne EST 
clusters). In essence, the prediction progmms r., ilcd to identifr the 
5' end of the BG genes. 
(Pi\' G) 
Figuo·c S18 Phrlogenetic tree comparing 3'UTR nucleotide 
sequences of all genes from the 1312 haplol)1>e and the genomic 
sequence ofredjunglefowl (Rjf, BQor B21-like haplotype, except 
BG I from 112 1) showing that manr genes from red junglefowl 
cluster I (pmv le) a rc the same as B 12 cluster VI (yellow), but red 
j unglefowl cluster 2 (teal) is not well-related to B 12 cluster VI 
(omngc). Genes from B 12 and red junglcfowl arc named with the 
same convention: numbers begin with BG I in the IIF-BL region, 
and then rise in order of the location of the gene (or apparent 
location the case of red junglefowl cluster 2) compared to the BF-
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BL region. Note that RJF-BG5 and Rjf-BG·I arc quite different 
from all other fiG genes. 
( l'IF10 
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